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Many  cosmetics  brands  are  keen  to  communicate  beauty  as  a  product  of  inner  well-being
nøpe,  Creative  Commons  (2011)  ©

Scope
Beauty brands are adapting to the rise of technology, ethics and wellness and crafting a deeper narrative about what beauty might mean for the 21st century
consumer.

What's considered ‘beautiful’ is often a moving target, defined by how industries react to shifts in the consumer psyche. Over the past decade, brands like MAC,
Sibu and Natura have been paying attention to the changing demands of the consumer, noting that as shallow representations of beauty are disintegrating,
Western consumers are taking a more holistic approach to their health regimes. The lines between wellness and beauty – doing good, looking good and feeling good
– are blurring.

----

How beauty brands take inf luence and innovate
When global leader in cosmetic casing, HCT Packaging, observed that the cold metal applied to boxers’ faces after every punishing round in the ring reduced
swelling and provided obvious relief, they used that insight to design a metal applicator for consumers to use to soothe and reduce their puffy skin. [1] The
applicator is now part of Dior’s Capture Totale Instant Rescue Eye Treatment. 

Beauty trends and product design inspiration always come from unusual settings. Food, pop culture, technology and architecture are all triggers for an industry
that absorbs and reacts to cultural shifts – from sustainability to technology – in a typically esoteric fashion.

Hardly surprising, then, that the online world has a profound influence on our offline needs and cravings. The more wired and linked in we become, the more we
crave compensatory human contact – physical touch, rather than iPod Touch – paralleled by the increasing popularity of the massage industry. It's now so large
that the Thai government recently announced it would begin to bill itself as the ultimate destination for ‘massage tourism’. [2]

As technology unlocks greater participation, beauty trends have mimicked and mirrored this. Treatments and activities like partner yoga and picking your own
herbs for your facial from the spa's garden (touching Mother Earth) become more and more popular. [3] Organic skincare manufacturer Neal’s Yard Remedies
released its own ‘beauty recipe’ book, Recipes for Natural Beauty, in 2007, providing readers with the opportunity to physically immerse themselves in the
production process – a sensorially satisfying and reassuring experience. 

And as our world becomes more virtual, beauty brands have sought to be more humane and tactile through their product and packaging design. Many ethically-
minded consumers gravitate towards products with curves and lines that simulate nature, the human body and our own emotions. [4] Whether it’s the sleek
organicism of Apple’s unibody casing or the ostrich pillow, a womb-like ‘micro environment’ designed for napping, at the heart of this lies the desire for a ‘real’
emotional connection. And where the packaging and product don’t do the job, consumers are willing to pay a premium price for a product with a story, especially
in the beauty industry.

Moving from shal low beauty to deep beauty
With a growing number of consumers subscribing as
much to the values of a company as they do to its
products, it isn’t just about ‘do no evil’ (or, rather,
‘against animal testing’) – it’s about actively doing
good. Many consumers choose MAC Cosmetics based
on its values and operating ethos – the minimalist
packaging, how they recycle makeup containers, and
raise funds for patients with HIV/AIDS – not just
because they make a great coloured lip pencil. [5]
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Gazelli's  new  cosmetics  launch  had  a  traditional-style  mural  banner  depicting  rural  life
Gazelli  (2012)  ©

"63%  of  consumers  under  the  age
of  40  are  willing  to  pay  more  for
socially  responsible  products  and
services"
Nielsen (2012)

Another company, Gazelli Cosmetics from
Azerbaijan, believes beauty comes first from within.
A love of their cultural heritage inspired the brand’s
name, taken from the word ‘ghazel’ – a form of
lyrical poetry that praises beauty, youth and love.
As the company describes it, “These short poems
speak of the untouchable, mysterious beauty of
women... We illustrate our packaging with drawings
conjuring up local tapestry and fabric patterns with
scenes of rural life. We wish it to be an extension of
hospitality in our poetic land of beauty.” [6]

LAQA & Co., a start-up cosmetics brand, likewise
stands for more than just beauty. They want to
provide inspiration for young women to achieve their
goals and provide alternative role models. They use
their packaging as a canvas for specially
commissioned work by young artists who then
receive a profit share of each product sold. [7]

How beauty brands relate to the environment
The thirst for greater wholesomeness and humanity
within the consumption cycle means certain
consumers will pay a premium for the ability to
source products back to their roots. As more natural
products appear in stores, the preference for
organic is showing signs of transition from wholly

inner directed, motivated by health concerns, to partially outer directed, motivated by issues of
sustainability. According to Nielsen, 63% of consumers under the age of 40 are willing to pay more for
socially responsible products and services. [8]

As the totality of a product’s lifecycle becomes more noteworthy, quality is now not only defined as being
solely for the individual end consumer, but also for those involved in making the item and for the wider
environment. The campaign for fair trade is hardly a new one, but within the beauty category it’s
frequently given a romantic twist to emphasise the power and rarity of ingredients and traditional
methods. For example, Sibu beauty products are made from organic sea buckthorn berries, indigenous to the Himalayan Mountains and believed by Buddhist monks
to have sacred healing powers. The berries are handpicked and then sorted by native farmers. The Dalai Lama has even given his blessing to the fair-trade pact
between the company and the sea buckthorn farmers in Tibet – mostly women – who can earn enough in one season to support their families for a year. [9] As
Sibu's popularity shows, natural ingredients matter to consumers: 85% of consumers look for natural ingredients in cosmetic products. So does sourcing: 69% pay
attention to where ingredients in cosmetic products come from. [10]

Achieving beauty through wel l-being and stress reduction
Brands like Natura and The Body Shop are keen to communicate beauty as a product of inner well-being. In the words of the latter, “Our philosophy is that looking
good stems from feeling good.” [11] Feeling good can be about living ethically, but it can also be about counteracting the internal and external pressures that are
an inescapable part of modern day living. Stress is as damaging to the body as the sun, or smoking, and managing stress is now a core component of a beauty and
fitness routine. In this context, sport moves from being a purely recreational activity into a mental rejuvenation process as people use exercise to ease the four
main symptoms of stress: mental, emotional, behavioural and, of course, physical. [12]

According to research by the NPD Group, women are seeking beauty products with health benefits. The two most sought-after benefits across all makeup products
are 'moisturising' and 'SPF protection'. 86% of women claim to use makeup products with skincare benefits, and 68% want lipstick that moisturises. [13]
Companies and Markets believes that the merging of health and beauty will result in an increasing desire to move beyond conventional beauty solutions.
Consequently, the global 'nutricosmetics' market is expected to reach $4.24 billion by the year 2017, with a CAGR of 14.8% through to 2017 in the US. [14]

As interest in wellness builds, it becomes a priority, mirroring a changing consumer landscape from one concerned with external luxury to one preoccupied with
internal luxury. The focus has shifted from wealth to health, with the growing realisation that one depends upon the other. Natural skin care ingredients are seen
as an important part of the commitment to a healthy lifestyle, in keeping with the ‘naturalness’ trend in the food and drink category. A growing number of
healthcare experts believe the body absorbs what we put on our skin, so skincare should be just as natural as the food we eat.

Long-term beauty and instant transformation
Wellness is not a discourse that resonates in the
same way across all areas of beauty. Cosmetics, at
the cutting edge, are presented by brands like
Illamasqua in terms of instant transformation and
play. In this context, holistic goodness is superseded
by the desire for a more fanciful emotional
significance. Beautiful skin, on the other hand, has
long been understood to come from within – whether
through Dove’s 'Campaign for Real Beauty' or Olay’s
directive to ‘love the skin you’re in’ – and easily sits
alongside wellness discourses.

While immediate gratification and rapid effects
remain powerful pulls for beauty, the pursuit of
wellness is shifting attention towards long-term well-
being. In keeping with this, spas are extending their
connection to consumers from sporadic one-off
treatments to programmes aimed at producing long-
term relationships. Instead of isolated treatments,
emphasis is placed on developing personal, post-visit
connections with clients to help sustain behavioural
and lifestyle changes.
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The  latest  Neal's  Yard  Remedies  book  shows  how  to  make  soap  with  natural  ingredients

Neal's  Yard  Remedies  (2011)  ©

Wellness coaching is seen as the most effective
model to get people to adhere to a healthy way of
life in the long term. According to a 2010
Euromonitor survey, there is growing demand for

spas. [15] Destination spas are taking the lead with at-the-spa coaching models and post-stay coaching connections. Rancho La Puerta in Mexico has a guest
engagement platform with health assessments, progress charting, ways to stay in touch with the spa’s experts and peer social networking designed to keep guests
connected both to the spa and their own health regime at home. Coaching keeps customers ultra-close, engaged and spending. Aging-prevention products – a
relatively new category – tap even further into this idea of long-sighted holistic investment.

Insights and opportunities
As with all conscientious consumption, it’s not enough for consumers to want to do the right thing – they want to enjoy doing it. And this is nowhere more
powerfully the case than within beauty where doing good, feeling good and looking good are so inextricably related. The sweet spot for brands lies in combining all
three, and there’s an array of discourses to help them. For Brazilian brand Natura it’s about promoting togetherness – togetherness with nature and each other,
culminating in a rewarding and productive social grooming experience. The Body Shop, on the other hand, wants its consumers to ‘activate self esteem’ – they
believe that “true beauty comes from confidence, vitality and inner well-being.” Whatever it takes to tie together inner and outer beauty, consumers are ready
and listening.

Key statistics
- 63% of consumers under the age of 40 are willing to pay more for socially responsible products and services [8]
- 85% of consumers look for natural ingredients in cosmetic products [10]
- 69% of consumers pay attention to where ingredients in cosmetic products come from [10]
- 86% of women claim to use makeup products with skincare benefits, and 68% want lipstick that moisturises [13]
- The global 'nutricosmetics' market is expected to reach $4.24 billion by the year 2017 [14]
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Related TABS
Being+ - People want to be the best version of themselves they can possibly be, mentally and physically.
Hyperawareness of Health - People are embracing proactive, not reactive, healthy lifestyles.
Natural Mindset - People want to get closer to nature both mentally and physically.
Sustainable Capitalism - Consumers want their favourite products, without damaging the environment.
True Stories - Consumers seek honest brands with an authentic mission and an engaging personality.
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